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Introduction to the Test Design Project Studies in Test Bias

The assessment of literacy.in bilingual and limited English proficient

(tEP) students is a distinct problem area in applied psxchometrics. Non-
.

-native speaking students, some with generally impoverished language skills,

others simply weak in English, constitute a substantial proportion of the

student population in many, regions of the Unit0States. The instruction

and assessment of these students is an issue of national concern. Even after

placement into monolingual Eriglish4glasses, cultural group characteristics

continue to interact with the instruction these students recetye and to

influence their performance on tests. Lower levels or performance by bilin-

gual and LEP students, whetter from a test given in English or given in

their native language, may come about either because schools-cannot provide

appropriate instruction or because the instruments used to assess student
o

competencies unfairly underestimate their ability levels.

The Test Design Prpject studies in test bias were initiated by the

Center for the Study of Evaluation with the belief. that "bias" in assessment

occurs in both the nature of the test and the situation within which the

test is given. These studies have used four'primary approaches to identify

and interpret such bias. The first asked whether the use of translated

tests constitutes a viable strategy for assessing non-English speaking

pupils-. A Well-regarded test of childrens' academic competencies,. the

- Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS), is widely used in both its
o

original English version as well as a recent Spanish - language translation;'
9.

would the CTBS and the CTBS-Espanol prove as successful as is claimed in

being free from bias? This is a volatile issues 'la only from t4viewpoint

.
of statistical analyses but also in terms of the number of separate-impacts
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such tests hakie on education. The second approach was to determine whether

the current schemes for isolating test and item bias could be successfully

applied to datasets lOch might not necessarily meet the various theoretical

and practical strictures those techniques require. Moreover, a substantial

line of inquiry not intrinsically statistical in nature, i.e., content

analysis and linguistic analysis, was seen as central to the task.of

ting both the fact and to some extent the toot cares of bias. The third

primary focus of effort in the Analysis of test bias was to see whether new

methods, potentially, more direct and more amenable to use in the field',

could be as successful in detection and interpretation of bias as previous

state-of-the-art analytic schemes which have been suggested. One strong

objeCtion to many Of those schemes has been that few of_them yield unambi-

guous information about bias, and most are substantially more complex in

their execution than might be desirable.1 A fourth approach, related to the

others, examined the likelihood that test bias also occurs in alternative

forms of testing, such as the free.writing of prose in response to a prompt.

Here the potential for bias extends not only to the'questions of individual

examinee performance but also to the performance of the persons who rate

the essays afterwards.

Following A year's planning. and data acquisition, the second year of

the study was devoted to four separate analyses addressing the goals noted

above:

(1) Conventional analyses of bias including the approaches suggested

by classical test theory and newer multidimentional scaling methods, coupled

with'pursUit-of simplifications to the statistical analysis of bias,
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including, first, the model of partitioned variances and, second, the Student-

Problem (-P) methods in use in Japan (Sato and Kurata,.1 77; Sata, 1980);

2) Analysis of selected aspects of item content, the ext f linguis-

tics cultural and social biasimb@dded within item stems and.answers, and

the quality of translation of the,CTBS from its original English version to

the Spanish-language'CTBS-Espanol;

3) Analysis of a selected dataset withqp the.tett.bias project which

contained scores of both the English- and.5panishiangualt versions of the

CTBS from the same set of students, judged by their teachers to be equally

competent in both'English and Spanish; and

. 4) Analysis of ratings made by Hispanic and non-Hitpanic raters using

an objective scoring system, who reviewed a special set, of essays generated,

by groups.of Hispanic and non-Hispantc primary school students.

Certainaspects of analysis suggested in the original proposal for this

project contained in some detail in interim reports' were initially very

appealing as possible routes for optimizing the detection'arid interpretation

of bias,

They are the partitioning of variances, log-linear analysis, and multi-

dimensional scaling even when the necessary initial specifications are not

known with sufficient accuracy. ,,However, in the long run each. of these

proved to be theoretically problematic, relatively cumbersome and statis-
t ,

,.tically unwise in their application to the test biasquestie/1":

Partitioning of variance into a between-class and a within-class

component formed one major aspect of the original. effort, and was presented

'in some detail in the November 1980 deliverable. The priMary intent was

to utilize such partitioning for. each item to reveal patterns of bias_

7
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thrOugh the interpretation of both relative sizes of the variances and

their correlations -with total test score and popular distractor answers.

However, substantive theoretical and.practical arguments became evident as

work progressed. The first is thbt the' examination of within class varia-

tions within items runs a large risk of violating assumptions of homoscedas-

ticity, and such violations cannot'be resolved independently. Secorld13/,

between-class variations are actually non-orthogonal to within-clasS'

variations except in certain situations. A 'desirable index of bias, would

be one which utilizes information hrom that portion of between-cclass vari-

:,S

ation whiCh excludes all other portions of the variance, but this index

proved to be intractable in practice. Additionally, calculations Of'effect

size in relation to variations jn class size Contain some unsolvable unknowns.,,

Log-linear analysis has been successfully applied to a number of studies in

sociology and was considered as a viable tool for analysis of bias until it

was determined that the stability of computations involved in this technique

was questionable with the sample sizes.of the data sets available.. Addition-

ally,.the interpretation of results in the context either of specific items

or specific examinees (and thus a logical route to the isolating of item

bias) was hampered by requirements for secondary analyses following the

initial solution. The presence of inadequate'sample size profoundly

affects the utility of multidimensional scaling in these investigations. Like-

wise, the issue of computational indeterminacy was a noticable hinderance to

effective,solutions using that method. When certain rigorous conditions for

specification of initial parameters are met, multidimensional scaling may well

prove as effective in detecting. bias as other techniques.

. , 4
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The --p.method,first discussed in the November 1980 delivgrable\ appears

to hold a number of possibilities for effective and unambiguous analysis of

bias.. It is a highly versatile contribution to the field of testing from

Japan, and contains minimal requirements on sample size, prior scoring,

item scaling'and the like. The S-P model lends itself to extensions into

nondichotomous scoring and multiple pattern analy,sis, as well as the possi-

bility that the role of guessing in achievement test scores can be analyzed

effectively. In the main, the most recent efforts of this.project have been

directed at isolating sources of patterning in examinees' responses as a ,

function of test items and distractors, student abilities' and backgrounds,
0

and their interadtionst Towards this end, the S-P method, coupled with a

small number of other techniques, has prOved singularly successful at the

task of determining degree of item bias, andthe method of content analysis

teas proved to, be an important-contribution to understanding the language

, .

used.in the test.
4r

The analyses conducted during the year have been prepared for publication,

as follows:

McArthur, D.L. _Detection of item bias using analyses oi'response patterns,

Summer 1981. Submitted for publication to the Journal, of Educational ,

Measurement (Appendix A).

,McArthur, D.0 -Performance patterns of bilingual children tested in

both languages, Summer; 1981. Submitted for publication to the

Journal ofEducational Measui.ement (Appendix B).

Atio,

McArthur, D.L: 'Bias in the writing of prose and its appraisal, Fall, 1981.

To be submitted (Appendix C).

4
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Cabello,.B. Potential sourtesof bias in dyal language dchievemerit tests,

Fall,, 1981. To be submitted to TESOL Quarterly I Appendi x D).

Cabello, B. Cultural interference in reading comprehension: An alternative

explanation, Fall, 1981. Accepted.for the 'Annual Meeting of the
.

California Educational Resea,rch Association, San Diego, November.,, 1981

' (Appendix '&) ../

Portions of these papers also have been accepted, for the Annual Meeting
i

of the American Educational. Research Association, New York, Spring:1982;
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Abstract

Item blak, when present in aillultiple-choice test, can be detected

by appropriate analyses of the persons x items scoring matrix. Five

rlated schemes for the statistical analysis' of biasdere.applied to a ....

widely used primary skills,multiple,choite test which was adminiitered,

in el her its'Engl-ish or Spanish-language version at each of the two levels, to

1259 students in-bilingual education programs The results indicate that'

from one-fifth to one-third of the items in the tests show strong evidence.

of bias, corroborated by a separate analysis of linguiytic and cultural

sources of 'bias for both the biased items and those items with no statis-
t .

fical findings of bias.,

2
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.
A systematic but unanticipated pattern of responses to a multiple -

choice test found for an entire group of test- takers generally regarded'

as evidence of bias. This interpretation results from indications of

one or more differences between groups on levels of kn wledge and skill,

or in linguistic, and cultural issues related to the use of language in .

the test., However, the behaviors of individual responde is bave,important

consequences for that interpretation. Wpether the respon t unerringly :,

picks the correct response, or successfully engages in elimi ation,of

incorrect answers, or guesses well, the observer scores the item "correct".

and concludes that the stuytent "knows" the required skillS or material.

The inference that the respondent "does not know" is made whether he/she

guesses incorrectly, eliminates wrong choices badly, or chooses an

attractive but incorrect alternative.

,Most,likely, what look like systematic patterns of bias in test

items are the results of complex interactions of these group and individual

`factorT with one another and with certain properties of the test items.

, What is required to make sense of the,issue of bias is analysis of, patterns

'Found in these combinations of performance. The multiplicity of posstble

patterns suggests.that the detection and interpretation of bias must be

conducted along several routes.

Goals of this rdisearch

The first of two purpotes of this paper is to investigate analyses

of the persons x items scoring matrix of a test for the detection of item/

bias. The perSons x items scoring matrix contajns alsignificant amount of

infOrmation about the patterns of responses geQerated by a set of examinees.
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Using a'f9w geomel'ical and statistical pnsiderationsothe p tterns of
. . . .

vesponsesfromseparategroups'ofexarilineestested-withthe same instrument
.

% .

can be compared. If these patterns show 'that the test' is natAviasuring
.

.

the same thing--skills, competence; thinking.abilities--in comparable' .

-groups, if. the .groups are responding to d4fferent aspkEts of the test :..--/
a

Ateps, or if .cultural and/or linguistic issues take precedence, it may

be that the test is biased. ., .1,''''. ,, .',

The second purpose of this paper is to study empirically the question
. -

'''. Of bias as shown by these several techniques in the context of a widely

. 0
used achievement test, the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skill-s (CTBS),

which has been translated from Nglish into Spanish. The claims made

, -about this instrument include that statement that the.Spanish-language

version represents a close replicateef the English - language version with

careful attention having
.

been exercised in removing all forms of unintended,

f .

bias. The primary task of this analysis is to ascekainthe degree of

comparabilityof thectwo versions of the CTBS in the assessment of similat.

groups of children? and to s any bias remains.

Related Terature:
.

0

A-

A substhntial research literature has developed around the term

' "item Hat!: in. the search for a single best all-purpose indicator which
.

,

. .

.
.

,1.,,, ,. ,always reveals bias whenever systematic discreppncies ip arice. 4

.°

between groups are found. A large number of methods haife been proposed
. %

.and a,large number of studies conducted ('cf. reviews in Berk, in press;

Subkoviak, Mack and Ironson, 1981). Certain tests such as the Wechsler'

Intelligence Scale for Children have been extensively investigated
P .

'V

:1 .

%

e
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(cf, Sandoval0, 1979).' The range of (applications of 'the term "bias" is

quite 'broad: itudies,have examined sociocultural bias and the stereo-
.

, typing of items and answers, cultural differences, and linguistic vari-1

ations (cf. Jensen, 1980)k-gonstruct bias and, the different aspects of
.

'perfOrMance tapped in differentitXaminee groups by the same test(kcf.

Ebel 1975)' dnd contextual bias and the misuse of tests -with specificEbel, ,

, .

, grOdps (cf. Williams, 1971): Occasionally tti word isjeven used to mean
,.,

,
.

a conscious
,

preferende on the part of the examinee (Hudson, 1963).

.

increasingly complex techniques have been set forth for the

detection of bias in items Methods' have been based on\nalysis of

Variance, transfomed item difficulties; factor techniques, adjusted chi

4

square procedures, distnactor analyses, "advWSe'impact" and item charaotqr-
,

istic curves.(Merz, 1980; Petersen, 1980; Rudner, Getson and Knight, itsq).

Many of these Methbds,are statistically complex but, with the exception Of,
1

. ' . .

,.: ,L.

the list, statistically inelegant (Hunter, 1975); unfortunately the most

elegant solution, itemCcharacteristic curve.analysis, requirei large numbers

of items and respondents for its computation. Few of these approaches

--offer'conVincing or useful explanations of why some items are biased and

ers are not (Crowder, 1979). Faced with the multiplicity of both the

' forms of item bias and the statistical methods that have been put forward

Nto detect such bias, one logical place to begin is to inquire about the

nature of a test which is absolutely free of bias.

I

An unbiased test

If a test could.be created which fulfilled all of the requirements of

a bias free instrument, its items would all measure the same trait or

15
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ability and be equally reliable and equally valid for ,all groups (Petersen,

1980). It would also show orderly Variation in the relative difficulties

of the items, apd be responded to in an orderly manner by every individual.

One examplp Of the, outcome ofthis improbable creature is the familiar

yperfect Guttman scale, in which persons are perfectly ordered by increments .

ofskill, level, and items within the test are-perfectly ordered by incre-

ments of difficulty. No higher-level item is mastered by any respondent
°

until each lower-level item is mastered; guetsing also plays no role.

The sequence of successes and failures is highly deterMinistic.

Figure 1A represent=s a ten -item test with right/wrong scores.foi

ten respondents. These ten persona never successfully answered a more

. Insert Figures lA and 1.Q about here

difficult item without first having succeeded on a less difficult item.

An axis of performance can be drawn on the diagonal to separate all'correct

scores from all, incorrect scores. While the total p-value for the test

is lower for another group of ten persons tested on the same ten items,

shown in Figure 1 B, the performance patterns are parallel. Other than,a

main effect due to groups, nowhere in 'either diagram'is'any indication'of,,

a systematic unexpected difference in the pattern df responses or bias

in the test.

A slightly biased test

A somewhat less artificial example of test results from a multiple-

_choice test is shown in-figure 2A; the scoie mat4k4f a-hypothetiCal

Insert figures' 2A mid ,gB about here

16
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ten-item test has beeresorted by both persons, on ascending total score,

and by items, on ascending level of difficulty. Neither persons nor

iteis'is 'perfectly ordered in the sense used above, and guessing,of

correct answers probably contributes by an unknown amount to the scores

6

obtained. Not one but two dividing lines ara-now required to separate

the patterns of performance in this figure. The first line, a cumulative

ogive representing Student perforManee, is drawn on the matrix based on .

the total correct score for every respondent. Thp.seeond, representing

problem difficulty, is drawnas-a cumulative ogive based on item

'Note that for a test which demonstrates exclusivetly'random responding, the

.theoretical position of the -student curve (S-curve) wo* be vertical,

and of the-problem curve (P-curve),.horizontal.

At this juncture we introdUce a second et,of data_obtained from the

same hypothetical test.- The "respondents" were slightly less capable on,

most items but all other considerations were held equal. A score matrix
or,

for the same set of items as shown in Figure 2A but the second group of

examinees is shown in 'Figure 2B. The relative order of itees'is somewhat'

changed because of differing levels of difficulty; the second group

performs less well overall than the first group., Statistical differences-

between the data in Figures 2A and 2B should reflect overall item and

group differences, but because of the idealized symmetry between the two,

there is little likelihood that a statistical indicator of bias would

prove significant.. An initial analysis of,these figures recommended by

Jensen (1980) is a two factor (group x items) nested analysi§ of variance.

The interpretation of a significant groups effect,'in the absence of
I.

ti

I7

411
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other significant factors, is that the groups behave symmethCally with

respect to ordering of item difficulties but that one group is consistently

more capable across the trait b.eing appraised by this test. A significant

difference on both the groups and items factors, plus a significant
. *

inter-

acttbn between. groups and items, together suggest 'that khe test items and

examinee abilities in the two groups are heterogeneous.
1

However, these

findings would be qdlte insufficient to say that the test is biased

('Hunter, 1975), and, additionally, do not account for the contribution,

of guessing.

A second 6ppr ach recommended by Jensen.(1980) for understanding the

differences between e two figures uses the phi coefficient, which is

the correlationO71ain d between the group response to a given item and 1

the same group's response to any other item in the test. Ph'i is.a

measure of joint contingency; Jensen explains its use for analysis of

bias: .

. 4
*

Only if .the two items have the same difficulty...tan-phi be
equal to 1....To determine the intrinsic correlation (of the
items) free of the influences in item difficulty, we must di-
vide the obtained,phi by the maximum value of phi that could

.possibly be obtained with the given margAnal frequencies(p.431).
. .

3

The ratio of phi to maximum value of phi is summed over all possible pairs

*of items for each group, and then the ratios are compared. The null

hypothesis for this comparison is that the difference between the obtained

sums is not different from randomness, 91d.thus there is no systemac

discrepancy in grbup .performance. In the artificial situation shown by

the Guttman scale for both groups in Figure 1, this test is necessarily

nonsignificant. For data which does not fit the mandates of a perfect

18
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scale, the obtained value for the comparison of ratio sums increases as

the discrepancy in, overall patterns of response by the two separate groups

widens.
2 While the amount of difference between groups is given by the

analyses'of variance and phi, the nature of patterns of response to items

is not adequately explained.

Only a small, number of statistically-based analyses specifically

designed to study patterns of responding to multiple-choice tests have

been proposed. Tatsuoka (198 1) and Harnisch and Linn (1981) have been
()

working on a norm conformity index and other parameters which address each

individual's performance in the context of patterns obtained by all members

of the group.' Sato (1980) defines an index of disparity between actual

and'ideal response patterns which can lie applied to individuals or to

items. To-unravel the problefn of patterns, we nowturiRto Sato's system

of analysis of the persons x'items matrix.

'
The S-P method and analysis of the personsx items matrix

The key element in Sato's (1980)'t-P method of analysis of test

perforniance is the doubly-ordered persons x items matriir with student

curve (S-curve) and problem curve (P-curve) draWn in. In Japan; this

procedure is widely used in classroom to obtain the characteristic

performance of the set of examinees, which may be compared visually to

3 '4

several "standard" curve functjohs for diagnostic purposts.

Sato has developed an index of discrepancy"to evaluatethe degree

to which the S and P curves do not conform either to one another or to

the Guttman scale. Except in the case of the perfectly ordered sets

/.

19
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shown-in Figure 1, there is always some degree of discrepancy between

curves. The index is explained as follows:

.D* =-A ( N, n, 3 where the denominator
AB( N, n, is)

.:.is the area between the S curve and thet curve in the
given S-P chart for a group of N students who took n-problem
test and got an average problem-passing rate 15, and Au( N, n, p )

is the area between the two curves as modeled by cumu'rative
binomial distributions with parameters N, n, and p, respectively
(Sato, 1980, p. 15).

The denominator is a function which "expresses a truly rgndomp;ttern

of `responses for

items,"and given

obtained pattern

a test with a given number of subjects, given number of

average passingbrate, while theliumerator reflects the

for that test. As the,value,of this ratio approaches

1.0, it portrays an increasingly random pattern of responses. 'For the

perfect Guttman scale as represented by Figure 1, the numerator will' be

0 and thus D* will be 0.
4

Indices of discrepancy, when computed for each of two groups of

examinees,. may not be statistically compared because of differences in

ranking of item, difficulty, and/or compound differences in response

patterns to several-items. However, as lOng as the two D* values obtained

are not equivalent, it is an indication that somewherewithin the matrices

are one or 'lore items which are behaving dissimilarly across groups.

'Analysis of respondents above P curve

Patterns of dfscrepant performance result from a mixture of random

behaviors and wrong choices, except for those items which ardkso easy

that no respondent gets them wrong. Aside from the tautology that res-'

pondents with less ability are less likely to answer a given item correctly,

a 20
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all other things, being equal they are also likely to use chance responding.

Analysis of those respondents who are unlikely to be answering randomly

would seema likely means to understanding-patterns aild bias in items.
.

To begin constructing a simple analytic solution to this,problem, suppose

we take a single uncomplicated item from the S-P chart, and :examine the

pattern of responses for only that portion of the same group of examinees

fOr whom the prediction of success is relatively high, i.e., those above

the P-curve. These are the examinees who tended to score better overall.

Specifically; respondents at the very top of this select subgroup are
,

expected to have had a finite but small probability Of having guessed

their way to success. Respondents at the bottom of this seledi subgroup

would have a finitely larger probability, while those 4t the very bottom

of the entire S-P chart would be likely to have a more random pattern.

If the selected item, however,,is one for which no individual withinT

the sample, no matter how skilled, is able to answer knowledgeably, the

response pattern among the select group of putative "masters" should be.°

random, and Should not differ from the response pattew Of those examinees

-not included in this subgroup. For a four.ctoice item of, this kind, the

item's p-value should be about .25, and the select subgroup of putative

"masters" would be correct only 25% of the time. Figure 3 illustrates

a pattern of responses fora nearly random item, in contrast with an

item which is fairly well- fitted to the skills of a set of respondents.

Insert Figure 3 about here

The proportions of ."masters" who are indeed correct can be compared

between groups. With relatively uniform variances, the test of significant

difference in independent proportions applied to this-problemyields a z
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score; a ignificant z score would be 4n indication of possible bias

separate from the difference In average pas4ing-rates for that item, if

any. A c omparison of nonuniform Variances requires transforming the item

difficulties into standard score form, ten testing 'the size of the

difference following Rudner, Getson 'and Knight, (1980),Jithin certain

limits, an item which is relatively easy for one group and relatively -

. -

difficult for another may show no 6lasin the'proporfionsof "masters"

who are correct, becauseiphose individuals who place above-the P curve

all have the ability, to answer that.item.correctly. However, on another

item one of two. groups may not be academically equipped, or may be

prevented by respohding by biaseg,in the test, Curriculum or culture;

thus,,the proportions may differ:possib4by an amount sUffidiently large

to be deemed significant.

Analysis of distractors

'One further analysis of the potentially-biased item is to examine .

the' atterhs of wrong answers made by the separate groups of respondents.

Within the multiple choice test format, differences between groups in

the attractiveness of incorrect responges signal that the item's wrong.

choices may be differentially distracting. When a given item has

attractive butkincorrect responses for one group: Goodman and Kruskal's

lambda indicates whether another group shares the same pfoportional

pattern of selecting those incorrect responses (Veale and Forman,,19 6).

Lambda is Wi index of predictivOassociation,:Which shows "...how one

is.led to predict differentially in light of the'relationship..."(Hayes,

196, p. 610, italics original). It is calculated for ayrobl(m.in-

2

es
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volving two groups by evaluating the largest 'discrepancy between rates,

4011 responding to similar wrong choices:

A F
E MaX.f

jk
max.f

.k

N - max-f
.k . .%

where max.
fjk

is the larger frequency of the two groups for any single

!s
.wrong choice, and maxi

.k
is the larger marginal frequency'of the two

grou ps summed across all wrong choices.

If Goodman and Kruskai's lanIbda,is appreciably above zero, the inter-

. pretation can be made that the pattern of distraction is different for the two

groups. If the index js zero, even though the difficulty of the item-aad/or the

propor,tions who select a wrong option may differ between the two groups,
.

the pattern of selecting the wrong answers is about the same.

Another check on the relative attractiveness.of a wrong answer can

be made by counting the number of wrong answers which are chosen at least

10% more often than the next most popular wrong answers: These particular

wrong choices constitute a claSs of "popular distractors," each of which

can be studied further. The easiest comparison is between those items

for which both groups picked the same popular distractor and those items
sow

for which both groups picked different popular distractors-. Note that

in this latter case, the computation of lambda will always yield a nonzero

value.

A series of analyses of item bias has been described, with special

attention paid to those comparisims premised on the persons x items scoring

matrix, doubly sorted. The following sections describe the execution of
N

ft

these analyses in the context of.a multi-language achievement test.

o
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reasons. Test content is roughly parallel. The CTBS-Spahish was the

first test at CIB/McGrar Al to be subjected to a four step editorial

Method

13

Instruments 4!

FOr a study of the possible bias inherenf in amulti-langugge test,

two levels of the Comprehensive Test of BasiC Skills (CTBS) published by
t,

, CTB/McGraw Hill (1974, 1978), were administered-#i this study. Students.

in grades,2 and 3 were given the CTBS LeJel C; participating fifth and-

sixth grade students tookIevel.2. CTBS-English Level C is.designecfor

students in grades 1.6-2.9; CTBS-Spanish Level C is des'igned for students

in grade 2. CTBS-English level 2has a targdt population in grades 4.5 to

,, ,

6..9; the Spanish translation was designeA for students in grades 5 anti 6.

The CTBS-English and CTBS-Spanish tests were selected for several

procedure designed to reduce test,bias; included were studies of content

validity, application,of editorial guidelines in item construction, re-

views for bias, and separate ethnic group pilot studies with the test.

In the translation of the CTBS from English to Spanish, the test developers

,

tried to keep the. test content and measurement features intact. This, of

course, meanthat in some cases word-for-word translations were not

dir

possible. Nevertheless, it was the int t of the publisher to.provide

tests'that are similar in rationale an in the process/content classifi-

cation scheme. ThUs, both the English- and Spanish-language versions

used in this study purport to measure the following objectives:

1. the ability to recognize or recall information

2. the ability to traLlate or convert concepts from one
kind of_language (verbal or symbolic) to another

24 v.
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1

3, the ability to comprehend concepts and their-interrelationships

4: the ability to apply techniques, including performing'
Operations.

5. the ability to extend interpretation beyond Stated infor-
mation (CTBS, 1974/1978)

Test length. test time-and ldminstration procedures are exactly

the same.. for Engli-Sh and SpOish versions of each test level.

'Subjects -
t

Five school districts Aln the stag, of California .participated in'the
tsti

, . .

4
. .

study. The total number of upils tested was 1259, representin,81 intact

Classrooms.

'Classrooms were selected to represent a wide range of program options.

-------The-criterion for selectitn of school districts was that they had bilingual-

bicultural education programs funded either by Title VIII or by the ESEA.

Potential participants were identified from schools listed in the California

State Department of Education'1979 Bilingual Program Directory. 'From

this list, invitations were sent to schools which had at least two classes

at the same'grade level (grades one, two, five, or six) having bilingual pro-

grams: Additicinally, instruction had to be delivered in self-oont4Oned, multi-

subject settings; departmentalized or pull-obt OT:grams'were excluded.

.Analyses' - -

Five statistics explained above were used to evaluate the data for

every item separately. .Each uses a minimum threshhold value, above which

the result is taken as an indication of possible bias theitem. The

analyses and their minimums can be.summarized as follows:

.
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a) Test of proportions of correct scores:. across grdups, a dif-
ference between transformed p-values which generates a z>1.96;

b) Test of proportions of'correct scores for "masters":. across

groups, a difference between proportions of those respondents

. , Above the P -Curve who make errors, which generates-a z>1.966;

c) Test of chance responding. by "masters": within each group, a difference

between the obtained proportion of those pass,ing the item and

a theoretical p-value of .25, which generates a z<1.96;

0) jest, of_differential attractiveness of wrong answers: a

Goodman and Kruskal'elambda computed on the proportions tif:

incorrect answers by choice within item, such that W1.0;

.

6 Test of popular disttactors: a wrong choice for-an item attracting

- at least 10% or more responses than the next most popular
wrong choice for that item. -

.

The number of items within each subtest by ?Level, and the number of

students in each of two language groups WhoVere included are shown at

the top of Table 1. Item p-values indicate that items ranged from moderately

'Insert Table 1 about here

easy to very difficult for both language groups, with a overall mean of
.

'
somewhat over. half of the items, correct." While ip a few iteMt the Se#Anish-

language group did better, without,exceptinn the Spanish-language groups

'always scored lower overall on the subtests. In every instance the maximum

p-values achieved (:1 the English-language groups are slightly higher than

the comparable scores for the Spanish lanugage grodps. Table 1 also shows

for the corresponding number of students, the p-value

-significant (p<.05) difference from chance responding

figure is obtained by reversing the usual computation

independent proportions, using

of the subtests, both language

heeded for a

to an item. This

for the'test of

z = 1.96 and p
chance

= .25. For 'All but one.

groups had one or more items which appear

I

C.



to representandom choice of the

Comprehension subtest at Level C,

make random selections more.often

16

correct answer. EXcept for the Passage

the Spanish-language group appears to

than the English-language group, an

assumption; which is, explored further below.

For purposes of illustratiOn., two analyses recoMmenqd by Jensen

(1980) were conducted on the subtest with the smallest number of items,

Level C 'Passage Comprehension. The two-factor nested analysis of

variance for th.k. subtest shows a significant effect due to the gr oups

factor (F (1,650) = 54,91, MSerror = 1.37), and a significant effect due

to the interaction 'between items and groups (F (17,11050.= 2.61, MSerror =

0.43). The ratio of phi to phi -maxis higher for the English - language

sample than for the Spanish language sample (English mean 0/0-mv =',8207;

Spanish,mean Vs-m'ax = .7666, t (151) = 4.01, p<.01). Thi's bripfset of

findings indicates only thatthe language ,groups are not performing 'the same
,

way as one another on the subtest. It seems that the Spanish-language-
.

sample may have had more difficulty with sole items thandid their English-

languagt coUraerparts. 'No furiher detail can be learnedfrom these analyses,
.4

andthey are not#msed in'the study of the remaining'subtests.

The S -Ps charts. were drafted for each subtest by lailguagegroup for

a total of eight complete charts. The index,of discrepancy D* is presented

,

in the last row of 'Table 1. The fact that.theb*valdes are.higher for the

Spanish - language groups suggests.that they,eigaged in patterns closer to

chance responding more often than did Ehglish-language. groups. While the

differences. between pairs of D* values are large for the Passage Comprehension

subtest at both lev'elt and levb1 these values cannot 'be compared further.

27 1,

e
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The specific reasons why the panish-language versions generate larg r

D* values Alan only be made evident withfurther analyses.

Results from set of five analyses which together provide

sufficient evidence of patterns of discrepant performance are presented

below and in Table 2. The table shows percentages of `terns for each.of

the four- subtests in this study which exceed a critical minimum on each.

of the five analyses.

Test of proportions of correct scores. -the first of the concise

set of analyses is the test of propcAions, which is applicable to per -

centages of correct answers expressed In standard score form, for'both

groups on each item of each subtest. The first two rows of Table ? show

the percent of items favoring the English..or SOWsh-language groups.

Six out of every ten .items in)the. Vocabulary suicti4U show significant

Insert Table 2 about here

differences between group`'; in a-majority of instances the higher group

is always the English-laribuage

Comprehension subtest at Level

three-quarters' of the items in'

difference; in no instance are

English-language counterparts.

group. Half of the items in the Paisage
r.

0

C show a significant difference and over

that subtest at Level 2 show 'a significant

r

the Spanish-language groups ahead of their

4

Test-of proportidns of correct scores for "masters." Both the

sizcond and third analyses in this set are based on the selective sample

of'"Masters," those students whose overallscoring position'places them
. ..

above. the P-curve for each item. By.evaluatinb 4epproportionsof correct

scores for thOse members of the language groups,'a list of statistically
. . . , . .

. .

. .

significant discrepancieS between "Masters" is generated. The third and

1:
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.
.fourth'rows of Table 2 show the percent of items Within subtest for which

the success rate among "masterg'is significantly higher for the English-,,

language or Spanish-language groups. The Passage Comprehension subtests

at both levels appear to have different rates at which the "masters" are

/\

4able to avo'd the wrong answer; in the majority of instances the rate is

..higher for the English-language groups. In the Passage Comprehension

:'subtests, the Late is uniformly higher for the English-lariguage groups.

Test of chance responding by "masters." How often the samples of .

"masters" are not able to choose the correct'responSe at a rate better

'than chance( forms a third part-of the analysis.. The fifth and. sixth rows

of Table 2 show that for the Level C subtests, no items are foUnd for
4

which either group responded randomly. H9wever, for.Level a small

number of'iems in both subtests elicited Chance responding by "masters".

Tbese items appear to be so difficult that not'even the better students

cquld knowledgeably)elect the correct response. The Spanish-language
es

group has a much larger number of chance responses' among "masterg"

the Znglish-language groups on the Level 2 Passage Comprehension subtest.

Test of differepial attractiveness of wrong answerts, the fourLth

analysis id this sequence is the analysis of differential patterns of

incorrect responses. Goodman and Kruskal's lambda was calculated for

each item, using a 2 x 3 table of groups-by incorrect response rates.

Values ranged.from 0.0 to .23, with a. median of 0. jambda will be 0 for

any ':2 x 3 table' of proportions for which both groups are attracted to

the same response, even if the'actual dimensions of those attractions

differ drastically. As there :is no exact test of significance, any non-
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zero lambda was considered to be an indicator of possible bias. The seventh

row of.Table 2 shows the-percentage of items within each subtest for whiCh

a nonzero lambda was found. The ratio of such items to the number of

items within subtest rangessfrom 1:4 to 1:2,'suggesting that, when wrong

answers were selected the two languages groups often behaved very'differently:

Test of popular distractors. The concluding analysis-in this series

asks whether there are any incorrect choices which were sufficiently

attractive to be classed as popular diltractors. In the.final rOws'of

9

Table 2 are shown.the percentage of items which meet the 10%-or-greater

criterion for the English-language groups, the Spanish-language groups,

and jointly across groupS. Except in Passage Comprehension at level 2,

-the Spanish- language group's-results show mere'items with popular distractors

than the English-language gro1. Percent joint overlap is of particular

interest, since that valile gives another indication of the uniformity

of.behaviors across language groups when selecting incorrect responses.

In the subtests in this study, the joint overlap of popular distractors is

very small, suggesting'again that many items of the Englishversion of the

test and the Spanish,translation may not be as comparable as the test

designers intended.

The degree of overlap between thefive,anklyses in terms of the number

of positive findings for each subtest is shown in Table' 3. The

Insert Table 3 about here

percentage of items for which none of the preceding analyses show evidence

of bias is remarkably small. Lever C Passage,Comprehension, for example,

has only'a single item which never shows a difference between the language
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groups. Over half of the items in that subtest have at least two positive

findings, and four of the items have three positive findings. Table 3

shows that the percentage of items for which three,, four, or five out of

five statistical indicators yield positive results varies from about one-

fifth to about two-fifths of the items within each subtest.

Content analysis'

On the basis of the preceding evidence from the statistical approach

,to bias, detection in the CTBS, those items which show agreement of three or

4

more- indicators were subjected to a careful analysis of item content. The

content analysis was a search for possible lingOistic, curricular, and/or

cultural reasons which might explain differential performance between lan-

___gLage groups_ This_portion of_the_study_wds_undertaken by an educational

*

resew er fluent in both English and Spanish, making extensive referehee

to the curricular materials used by the students in the sample, and

consulting with native speakers of various diaTects,in making an appraisal.

Five categories were tabulated as possible sources of influence which

item content might exert on the different language groups:

a) Mistranslation: the meaning and /or grammatical form of a key

word or phrase within the item was translated from the English '

original in amanner which is an.incorrect or inappropriate...use

of the Spanishelanguage;

b) Cultural bias: some key word or phrase within the item requires

familiarity with objects, behaviors, or values which are not

normally found in the Spanish and Latino cultures, or which may

have very different interpretations;
. -

c) Linguistic bias: some key word or phrase within the item requires
familiarity with an-idiomatic expression overbal allusions

Whi-Ch', because of innate differences in .language,-do not

translate well;

0 Low frequency word bias:: some key afford o phrase within the item is

not fouad, or rarely found, in the basal readers used for

instruction by the students in our sample.
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e) Unfamiliar context bias: some key word, or phrase within the

item appears in a context which is quite different from that
found for the Word or phrase in the basal readers used for
instruction.

0

An example. of item content judged to bias respondents is shown by

item number 29 of, the.Level C Vocabulary subtest, an item for which all

'statistical indicators point.to.possible trouble. Item 29 (rated as

category c, linguistic bias) requires the student to select a synonym

for "happy. ". The English-language version of the test yielded responses

which appear significantly disadvantaged'On'this particular item. While

the,Correct option fOrrthis item in the Spanish-language'version, /alegre/,

was selected 60% of the time by our sample, the correct pption in the

English-language version, /gay/, was selected only by 13% of the sample.

The English-language respondents instead split their selection equally

between two of the remaining options. Oily one other item in the entire

test set received as strong a rejection; suggesting that among second and

third graders, the slang English-language meaning for 'gay' has not only

rendered it useless as a synonym for 'happy' but has given it a strong

pejorative flavor-as well.

Table 4 shows data for items in each of the four subtests for which
r

'Insert Table 4 about hei'e

the content analysis identified probable sources'of bias. e entries in

the table represent tabulations of the. content analysis categories for those

items on each subtest which have three or more statistical indicators.

For the Level C Vocabulary subtest, twelve items have at lea'S't three

statistical indicators; nine of those twelve show evidence of linguistic

32
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bias, and five_of the nine show evidence from an additional category of

content bias as well. Three of the four items from the Level C Passage

Comprehension subtest fit at least one of'the categories of.content

bias, two of them with multiple indicators. Only four out of nineteen

on the Leve1,2 Vocabulary subtest items with three or more statistical

indicators do not have ostensible problems as showb by the content analysis

procedure. Of twenty-one items in the Level 2 Passage Comprehensint

subtest with three or more indicators, only three cannot be corroborated

by the analysis of content. None of the items in any subtest which had

no statistical indicators of bias were found to have any content indicators

of bias.

Table 5 presents a summary of subtest'performance by group when

those items for which three or more statistical indicators turn up positive

Insert Table 5 about here

4 . are excluded. In three of the four subtests, the adjusted scores of the

Spanish-language groups, move closer totheir English-language counterparts.

A substantial difference remains, however, between' scores for the Passage

Comprehension subtest at Level 2. The gain from initial to adjusted

group mean by the Spanish-language group is quite insuificient to raise

that value to the level of the English-language group. The adjudted

minimum p-values achieved by both groups move upward but the English-

language-group pulls ahead noticeably.

Five relative'N imple

five related considera ions

7
.

-

group' differences 'and

Discussion

analyses have been presented which point to

in the search for bias. These are a) overall

direction, b)

a

differences, in performance by-a-

c

11
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select subsample of better respondents within groups, c) differences'4od

chance responding by those subsamples, d) differences between groups in

the selection of wrong ar6ers,,and e) degree of detraction provided by

wrong item choices. The first of these follows the well' -known Anghoff delta

procedure (Anghoff, 1972); without resorting to the arbitrary, use of

resealing, whichtsimply serves for added convenience. The.second and

third analyses make use of the select subsample of putative "masters",

those students within each group whose overall performances place them

above the P-curve; these approaches are extensions of the work of Sato

(1980) and colleagues. The fourth and fifth procedures examine the bias

question by studying those parts of the multiple-Noice item which are

usually excluded from.study in a right-wrong scoring context (cf. Powell

and Isbjster, 1974).

For purposes of this paper, the five procedures are considered

jointly, with-equal weights. Interpretations of bias are confirmed in

1

. the clear majority of cases where the joint indication of three or more

. . .

statist-les is found for an item. Certain problems remain to
\
be solved,

However, and therefore some conditions must be placed on the use of this,

set of approaches toAhe detection. of item bias. It is 'clear, for example,

that the first index, because it is based on proportion of correct items,

is to be used with caution: "proportions of-correct answers in a group

of examinees is not really a measure of item difficulty. Thigloroportion

describes not only the test item but also the.grour tested" (Lord, 1980,

p. 35). Indeed, throughout it must be remembered that the results of

this study, are descriptive of this sample only and no external criteria

are available to evaluate comparability across language groups by grade.

.34
a.
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A second abjection is that thepsychOmetric properties of the CTBS

items are only partially'expressed by reliance on p-values and the S-P

chart, which at its core relies on the index of item difficulty.

ThuS, the conclusions drawn fr m work with that chart,are,only as good

as the strength of the item fhculty metric. In addition, the S-P

chart sufferi from other m ric problems. The first is that the doubly-
.

sorted persons x items matrix treats data, in part, as interval Mather.

than continuous'data. Thus, for instance, subtle gradations of .difficulty

may be given the same credance as larger differences in-the case where

.

p-values are nonuniformly distributed. Analogously, nonlinear,distributions

of total performance scores may contribute in, unknown ways to the use Made

of ranking information regarding respondents: 'the patterns may not be

as smooth as the chart makes them appear. Moreover, as the S,P 'Chart

approaches randomness and its index'of discrepancy, D*; approaches- 1.0,

increasingly complex but hidden interactions between the properties of

the items in.the tttt and the attributes of the sample are likely., Thus,

the second and third statistics in the analytic set depend upon certain

assumptions about the nature of performance pattens, violations of which,

bear rather unclear consequences. Related problems appear in item char-
,

acteristic curve analysis (Linn, Levine, Hasting, and Wardrop, 1980),

and in-the "adverse impact" approach (Merz, 1980).

.A third objection to the procedures used in this study centers on

issues o guessing. In the absence of an externally valid explicit
*

._.__criterion, correction for guessing does not seem feasible (Choppin, 1974).-

Yet assumptions about the occurence and distribution of guessing affect
, .

.

all aspects of the analysis particularly statistics. which address incorrect
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_responses. Volitional bias, quite likely contributing to the anomalous

response by the English-language grOup.to item 29 on- the Level C,Vocabu-

lery subtest, is nowhere adequately considered: How much of a role

guessing plays is not well"treated b' the assumption that chance responding

is represented by p = .25. In the very 'likely event that, some members

A
of 'any group will engage in guessing some of the time on some items, only

the most general and simplistic conclusions can be drawn-from the data

presented here. One problem of particular note is the strong possibility

that guessing assumes a gradiant distribution within the person x items.
. _

matrix. That is, from the most capable to the.least capable person,. the

contribution of guessing on any item may move from relatively low prOba-
.

bility to relatively high probability, thus potentially, interfering with

diagnosis of problems inherent in-the item. But,:such Alagnosis- -

the heart of the effort to decipher and describe item bias. Until the

.

gradiant problem is separate0 froM the bias problem, only partially

satisfactory conclusions can be-drawn abouteittier.

, .

On the positive side, the high level of match between content analysis

and the aggregate of statistical evidence suggests that this simple capproach

to bias detection may have as Much viability as more laborious and unwieldy
4

procedures. The ease of computations and interpretatio4, and the

parsimony'of explanation are als favorable points (lerr11980). While

some attempt is made in the pr ceding pages to demonstrate the !se of

multiple indicators, more pos ibilities can be pursuewithin this frame- ,

work. The explanatory power of the five -partprocedure appears to eXceed
' 0

that offered by analysis of variance or.phi/phi-max, and tffe assumptions

ti

. 3
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required about the configuration of persons and items are fewer in number

than those required by the modified chi-square analyses which recently

have been challenged as inadequate (Marasduilo and Slaughter, in press).

'Comparison of the present set of results with those of more complex

analytic procedures conducted on the same data set awaits_further study.

However, unlike the results reported by Linn. Levine, Hastings and Wardrop

(1981), in which ttem characteristic curve analyses for a hypothetical

dataset."...did not lend themielves to making generalizations about

features of items...(p. 38)," the findings of the present study suggest

at least one concluding observation'. Many signals point to a primary

conclusion that a number of items in 'the English-language and Spanish-

language versions of t CTBS. do not seem to be comparable. Across a

spectrum of indicator's;Ah'e Spanish-language groups regularly produced

lower scores. .In three of four subtests, removing those items for which

three-or more statistical indicators pointed to difficulty gave adjusted

scores which were very similar,between groups. In the fourth subtest,

that correction did.not yield significant improvement, suggesting that

the SilatIsh-language sample at grade 6 may be disadvantaged in some

respect 4m-elated to the CTRS itself.
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'The comparison of Figures 2A and 2B yields only a significant
difference on the factor of items (F0,1621=13.98, p<.001).'

27

.:,

2
For the difference between Figures 2A and 2B, x2.022 2,p <.01.

3Direct interpretation of item scores, person scores, and the amount

of discrepancy between the S and P curves is relatively easy to accomplish;

the same holds for item'analysis, individual performance analysiS, and other

summary statistics within a group. In Japan, this system has keen auto-

mated using a microcomputer (Sato,*Takeya, Kurata, Morimoto arid Chimura,

1981).

4
In Figure 2A, D* = .2534; in Figure 2B, D* = .3747.
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Table 1

SUMmarl of performanceby subfest by group

Level C

Vocabulary Passage
Comprehension

English Spanish English. Spanish

. 'Level 2

Vocabulary

English Spanish

n items

N students

33 .18 40

responding 364 286 ,363 280 378 231

p value 6570 .6212 .6254 5924 .5599 .4302

s.d.' .1619 .1775 .0874 1139 .1473 .1506

maximum p 8571 .8542 7356 .7128 c. '.8568 .7662

.minimum p .1395 .1538 .4826 .4088 .2892 .2078

minimum re-
quired p
greater than .2969 .3033 .2970 .3039 2960 .3096

.chance res- 1

ponding

n items less
than minimum
required p

index of dis-
.

crepancx,D*

1 2 0 0

3408 :-.3568 .2353 .4690

4'

a

:4416 -4980

Passage 441/4

Comprdension

English Spanish

45

377 203

.5225 .3832

.1254 .1022

.7507 .6321'

.2366 .1272

.2961 .3138

11 .

.4741 .6288

ea

1
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TABLE 2

,Percentage of Items Exceeding

411
Critical Minimums in Five Analyses

0

Subtest

Analysis.

a) Test of proportions
ofcorrect scores

English significantly
higher

Y. Spanish significantly
higher

_Level- q

Passage
Vocabulary Comprehension

45%

18%

b),Test of proportions of
correct scores for
"masters"

English significantly 33%

higher
Spanish significantly 22%

higher

TeSt of chance responding
by "masters"

in English 0%

in Spanish 0%

d) Test of differential
attractiveness of wrong
answers between groups 36%

e) Test of popular
distractors

in English y
.9%

in Spanish , 30%

Overlap between ,groups 6%

50%

0%

44%

0%

0%

%

50%

29

Level 2
Passage

Vocabulary Comprehension

55%

8%.*

40%

5%

,3%

3%

43%

.13%

.10%

76%

0%

60%

0%

7%

16%

27%

29% -

13%
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e.

Suhtest

yo indicators

One indicator

Two indicators

Three indidators.

Foue-indicators

Five indicators

e

TABLE.3

Percent of Items Showing Statistical
Indicators of Differential Performance

se.

30

Level c Leve1.2 .

Passage Passage

Vocabular Com rehension Vocabular Com rehension

. 9% . 6i

33% . 39%
,

21% 33%

27% 22%

6t 0%

3% 0%

23% 4%

. 18% , 20%

I
, 18% 40%

33% 34%

8% 2%
. .

0% 0% .°
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' Table 4

Sources of content bias for items with three or more 'statistical

indicators of differential-performance, by subtest
A

Key: a) test of proportions
b) test df-proportions`vof correct scores for "masters"
c), test of chance resplinding by "masters"
d) test of differential attractiveness of wrong answers
e)test of popular distractors

1) mistranslation
2) cultural difference
3) linguistic difference
4) low frequency word or phrase-
5) unfamiliar context for word or phrase,-

Level C-Voeabulary

item 2 a *b. e; 4 item

d ; 3'

7 11# d e; 23

12 a b e; 3

14 a b e; 4

15 a b c e; 1 3_

16 a b e; 3 5

20 b d e; 2'3

23a d e; 2 4 `'

29 abcde; 3

30 a b de; 23
32aa b e; 3

Level C Passage Comprehension Level 2 Vocabulary'

lab 'd ; item 1 a b

4 si b e; 1 3 6a b,

6' d e; 2 8 a ti

7 a I) d' ; 234 9 a b

11 a b

12 a b

13 a b

15 a b

19 a b c

20 a b d

23 a

25 ,a b c

26 a b c

32 c

34 a c

35 a b c

36 b c

39 a c

40 a b

LeVel 2 Pasiage Comprehension

d ; 2 item 1 a b e;, 1

e; 1 3 2 a b e;

d ; 3. a b \d e; 1

e; 3 4 4 '57 a b ,d ;

e;. 1 2 9 a c e; 4

d e; 1 15 a d e; 5

e; 1 2 3 17` a b e',' 2

e; 2 18 a b c . e; 4 5

e; 1* 3 21 a b d ; 45

e; 22 a .b ,d ; ... 4 5

de;,, 2 24 a b 'c d* ;

d e ; 192 25 a b c d ; 3

e;" - 28 a b c e; 1

d e; 1 29 a '', c e; I.

d ; - 34 a d e; 45.'

e; r 4
.

86 a b C ;

'e; . .3 37 b c d ; 2

d ; ,3 ,38 a b c e; 2

d ; 3 39 -a b c e; 4 5-

41 .i b' 4;1'; 4 5.

45 a c d .; 34
i . .. ,

!

i?,,,/,---r-=----,, ----,7.r,77,7ynnriv7...
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Table 5

. -

Revised summary of performance by subtest group, deleting

items with three or more statistical indicators

Subtest

Group

adjusted
n items

adjusted
mean

-change from
original .

adjusted .

std.

adjusted'
maximum

adjusted
minimum

. ,

Level C Level 2

Passage PasSage

Itocabillary . Comprehension Vocabulary Comprehension

21

English Spanish English Spanish English Spanish English Spanish

...--'--,

.6804 .6606 .6216 .6061. .5818, .5322 .5431 .4067

.0234 .0394 -.0038 .0137 .0219 .1020 :1230- ,.0969

.1298 .1502 .0936 .1039 .1418 .1476 .0206 .0235

:8571 :8542 .7356 .7128 . .8568\ .7662 .7507 .5707

.3004 .4826 .4343 .3344 .3005 .2366 .1272

14 21- 24

AAA
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Figure Captions

Air

; Figures lA and 1B:- 1A) Perfect'Guiman scale for a hypothetical

ten-item test scored right (1) or wrong (01. Persons and items are

uniformly ordered, by total correct score and level of difficulty,

respectively.. 1B) Perfect Guttman scale, showing uniform ordering

with lower yyerall perfOrmance.

Figures 2A and 2B: 2A) Hypothetical score matrix for a ten:item

test sorted by respondents on descehding total score and by items on

ascending level of difficulty. S- and P-curves reflect cumulative ogives

0,

of performance, and lead to an appraisal of the characteristic perform-,

ance-of the group. 1B) Hypothetical score matrix for the same test with

a different group, again sorted by respondents and items.

Figure 3: Hypothetical patterns of respOnse to two items by ten

persons, showing a poorly-fitted and a better-fitted item.

,

4 I

45

f



1A)

Items.

I

1 2 4 5 6 .7 8 9 10

Persons A- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1. 1 1 1 1 1 0

C 1 1 1 _1 1 1 1 1 0 0

D 1 1' 1 1: 1 1 1 0 0 .0

E 1 1 1- 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

F 1 1 1 1 0 .0 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

11 1 obo 0 0 0 0

1 .1 1 Cr '0 0 ,0 0 "0 0 0

J 1 0 *0 :0-0 0 0 0 0 0

% correct '100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10

Total

score

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3,

2

13= ,5500
s.d.= .3028

Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.

,PersonsK 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
m.

L 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 . 0 0

M 1, 1 .1 1 4'1 0 0 0 0 0

N 1 .1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 . 1 1 1 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0

P 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Q 1 0 0" 0 0 0 0 0 0

R 0 0, a. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S 0 0 0 tr 0 0 0 0 0 0

T0000000000
S, correct-, b 60 50 40 30 20 10' 0 . 111 0

Total
score

7

6

5

4

3

2

1 ,

0

0

0

0

5. .2800
s.d.= .2616.



2A)

Items 2 .4 1 5

Persons E 1 1 1 O

.A 1 1 1 1

G 1 .1 1 1

C 1+ 1 1 1

F 1' 1
.441

1 1

II 1 1

J 1 1 ( 1 0

D 1 1 6

H 1 0 I-Y-11

I 1 0 0 0

p-value 1.0 1.8 .8 .5

v-curve

J

2B)

IteMs:

Persons M .

2

1

k 1

P ..0

L 1

N 1.

0 .1

P -curve

T 1

R

P-curve

3

1

1

1.

0

1

0

0

9

1

1

1

r a
1

0

0

0

10 6

D 1

0 1 0

1 0

0 1

0 0

0 0

1, 0

S-curve
8

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

6 o 0

0

0

0 Q 0, 0

0 0 0. '0

.5 .3, .2 .2 .2

S -curve

7

8

curve 7

0 7'

0 5

0 5

0 4

0 4

Q 3

0 2

.0 1

.1

4 3 5 9 10 6 7 8 P- Total

curve score

1 1 1 1 ' 0 1 0 0 7

Q a

1

1 0 1 1

1 1 '0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 i 1 0 0 0

o o o o

0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0

o.- 0

0 1 0 ,o,

0, 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0

-value ...9' .7' .7 .6 .4 .2 . .2 '.1 .1 .0 s.

S-curve

47

7

5

4

4

4

3

2

2
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Abstract

Evidence from a variety of sources suggests that systematic differences

can be found in the ratings given to student essays as a function not only,

of the student's skills but also of aspects of both the student's back-
/

ground and the background of the rater. Additionally, the nature of the

prompt which provided the central theme of the essay might bias the out -,

come of the ratings of that es7ay A study of ratings bf fifth and sixth

graders who wrote paragraph-long essays, in response to two topic presented

either in written or pictorial form is presented. Students were classified

as Hispanic- surnamed or non-Hispanic-surnamed; two teachers, trained as

raters using an objectively-based essay scoring scheme, represented an
ta

Hispanic cultural background and two a non -Hispanic background, Results

from a blind rating of 100 complete essays show that several of the rating

subs.cales were significantly influenced by an.interac ion between student

ethnicity and rater ethnicity, and several subscales by rater ethnicity

alone. Student ethnicity alone was not a significant main effect on any

subscale. Prompt modality is significant for .one subscale, and interacts

with'rater ethnicity on one other. The findings 'are interpreted as a

direct indication.of biased assessment.
4
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. I

The evaluation ,of writing of prose by schoolchildren poses spedial

problems in relatioto bias in educational. appraisal. Many factors have

'long been known to have major influence on the Prose writing.perforMance

.of minority pupils. The literature on the issue'of biases which occur in

/ the judgment of students' written work is much smaller,.and has proved much

more contradictory, Are there specific aspects of non - native English

writing style which undermine the usualprOcedures for jilting writing

performance? Do raters who match the cultUral background of the rr'PQs

whose work they judge arrive at different conclusions from 'raters who do

not share the same background? In the present paper,, the results of a

research study 5nvolving both writers and readers from two.different cultures

0

ta

are examined in an attempt to partitipn out the sources of systematic

bias in the evaluation of writing.

Sources obias: student variables.

/ / 1

An overarching concern in the literature about bias,in writing has

been the isolating of sociocultural factors in students' backgrounds.which.

contribute to differences in performance. A half-century ago, Caldwell

and.Mowry (1933) demonstrated that bilingual Hispanic children were at'

disadvantage due to their use of language compared to their monolingual

English-speaking counterparts. wheh evaluated by the essays they wrote; on

objective examinations -the differences were not nearly as acute. .Parallel

findings emerge from the recent large-scale study by White and Thomas (1981),

who combined files of data regarding ent6ring students ln the California

State.UniversitY aid Collegessystem toVield,graphic comparisons of -Vital

scores for 5,246 whites, 585 blacks, 449 Mexican - American", and 617 Asian-
.
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Americans on two English placementexams. The first was the CSUC's own

English Placement Test; the second was the Test of Standard Written-English

from the College Entrance Examination BOard. Although no statistical analyses

were presented,. profileg of the four distributions suggest that a dialect

interference or secondlanguageinterference hurt the overall perforniance of'

the three minority samples on both tests. Lay (1978) has shown that native-
,

speaking Chinese stude s are at a disadvantage in writing English prose

because of the wide fferences in structure and phonology of English and

.
4

Chinese. Rizzo and Villafane (1978) have'shown that a similar explanation

applies to native Spanish-speaking students.

Many investigators of language havetthown that structural-aspects of .

both. oral and written language are significant in determining how children

. process the world around them. Moreover; many of the rules which govern
(

functions of sending and receiving' meaning Using oral language are signit

ficantly different from thoie for.written expression (Olson, 1.977). For

' the non - native speaker'of Ehgiish the task o writing in English poses a

,: particular probleth.because

..the surface structure 4 writing.is an inadequate
repeesentation of both the sbund structure of the target,

language --and its meaning. Learning the underlying structure
of the target language is as much of a.bootstrap operation

as the initial process of learning a mother tongue (Smith,

1975, p. 359).
. .

.
.

One practical outcome of such a structurWviewpoint is that students who

, , . At .

fail to acquire skills in the underlying. structure of English-might do'

4 r

passably well with spoken Englih\.but,probably will have great difficulty..

'with writing. Another .factor dot to be dismissed lightly is the attitudinal.
., .1
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-or psychological readiness of the student to orient positiVely to".the task

of acquiring skills-4n a.ew language (Cervantes, 1975; Lambert,'Gardner,

Bari k, & Tunstall, 1963). Without .the necessary, motivation and appropriate.

learning context, students may be unable to let their knowledge of both the

mother tongue and the'new language interact to their advantage.

Sources of bias: evaluation variables

Beyond the issues of students' involvement in languages lies an

important realm of educational 'and psychor;etricconsiderationS having to

do with the quantity and quality of appraisal. The nature of the task,

boW it is interpreted by bciith the student and the teacher, with. what tools

.
the studentS' writing is jUdged and by whom are'all issues of import.

In each of these lie& the possibility-of systematically different patterns

of response for students from culturally or linguistically different groups.

Each, then, may introduce its own bias into the evaluation of writing. The

purpose of the. writing task usually given to students in the tlassroom is

to construct an essay following a particular prompt*. The teacher seeks a

sufficient amount of this writing to rate the'quality of the student'swork.

Exactly what elements are most important in that assessment of writing is

often dependent upon the persons creating the scoring systetn. Freedman

(1979) attempted to specify "definable parts" Of student compositions -,

which influenced teacher judgments. She concluded that content, organization,

*The prompt itself may contribute to systematic biaS, Some students may

not know what'the prompt represents because they do not completely under-.

stand the vocabulary of the prompt i written form, or do not recognize the

pictorial content (the palmtree vs.1,Vdrgreen,problem), Differences of

an extreme nature are found in recognition of three dimensional objects'

in photographs or drawingl between children of developed and underdeveloped

countries. Subtler problems of prompt recognizability abound: one British

.
picture recognition test for the primary grades depicts electrical items

common in England but totally unknown.in America.
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and language mechanics were the most impoitant factors, in that order.

The effect of "weak" content was so powerful that it overshadowed teacher`

judgment,in every other category. Tlie interaction of content quality

judgments with the quality of the writing' prompt is one point where bias

in assessmen is possibqe.

The Ofse of incompletely ex0Ocated Scoring criteria introduces.another
Ikt

potential for bias in writing studies.' In Rhodes - Hoover and Politzer's (1974)

Study of teacheri' attitudes toward Black rhetoric, teachers downgraded

compositions in the category of "language mechanics" because students failed -

a to use "superstandard" English. For example, if a student wrote, "I got.

.0 there" as opposed to, "I reached my ctestination," the passage was considered

too colloquial. Teachev'not only gave their own interpretation of "usage"

and "colloquial" but also imposed an undocumentable degree of severity

in thei judgment that may or may not have been intended by the scale.

In a study comparing the syntactical characteristics of Mexican and

Anglo7Americari.prose, Rodrigues (1978). asked educators whether they

could detect "slight" or "noticeable" differences in-the prose syntax of

the two groups. At least 95% of.these.educators found some difference;

44% said they found "noticeable" differences. 'More Anglo-American educators

s -
found "noticeable!' differences than did Mexican-American raters. Bikson

(1977) conducted a study of differences 'in working lexicons'of 72 lower

grade and 72 upperrade White, Chicano and Black elementary school students.
1P,

Results showed that ethnically diverse' speakers made different kinds of _

lexical choices, particularly.in the early grades. The diffeftnces

between Aglo.lexicon and either the Black or Chicano , lexicon were greater

than the differences betwetnthe two minority lexica. The study f6und

56r
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varying degrees of overAap between minority and Anglo word choice. The ,

minority students used a wider range of vocabulary than theAnglo group,
o

but this "broader" working vocabulary is not often valued by persons evalua-
.'

ting the speech of 'these students. , '

....pifferences in classification'of-lexical terms between different

linguistic groups may have cOnsequences,for the selection of scoring
.

.,

.

criteria to evaluate the writing of these groups. rf we take concept

/

classification task's to be analogous to organization tasks in the writing

process; then the different strategies used to associate words may reflect

different preferred methods of essay organization. If the scoring criteria

- implicitly prefer one type of content organization strategy, such preference

'could result in bias against those students who adopt alternative strategies.

Two studies in particular seem to suggest that words are sorted by different

ethnic groups into categories according top,different classification stratei

gies. Rissel (1978) studied the vocabulary-semantic relationship for mono-
,

lingual English speakers, moliolingual Spanish speakers, and.Spanish/English

bilinguals living in flew York and Puerto Rico to determine the classification

strategies of these groups. -.The study found that not only'did the classi-
.

fication strategies vary by linguistic group but that there appeared to be

a relationsilip Between amount of language dothinance and classificatiOn

strategy. S nish domjnant bilinguals employed comparative criteria, whereas

thegore "ba hceelpnguals used comparative clastification for Spanish

words and inclusive clasSificition for English. Stahl (1977) conducted

a study comparing the ' rethods for arrangeMentuof content used by Israeli

students of European -or Arabic extraction: He found that those of European

:background tended tb,,,arrang the content in a hierarchical oinclusive

/ manner, whereas thoselof Arabic background.tended to use more associative-

or comparatiile techniqUes. An interesting aspect of his method was that

7



he gave higher points for hierarchical claisifidation than for the use of
1011

comparative methods. In the assessment of writing this would appear to be

4eliberate introduction of biased criteria into the scoring process.

Contraryresults have been reported. In a study ofsyntactic patterns of

lower and middle class Chicanos, Garcia (1975/76) concluded that the

Chicanos used the same basic patterns found in American Eriglish, a concl sion

also tendered by Rodrigues (1978). At the same time, however, Garcia c'ted

research-dembnstrating differences in the morphological and phonological

systems used by Chicanos and Anglos.

Recent evidence demonstrates the potency of systematic differ-

ences among raters of writing, Hartwell (1981) found that older, more

experienced writers selected very different passages as exemplary of

"professional writing!" than did college freshmen. The differences appear

to be consistent along a number of dimensions, including content, coherence,

degree of'complex'ity, and development. Differences in rating of-a written

essay may also be- related to the rater's own level of cognitive complexity

and integration (Sternglass, 1981). Rater background has been found' to
I)

influence how scoring criteria are interpreted and applied. Follman and

Anderson (1967). 'concluded that when raters shared similar backgrounds with

regard to education andopinions about what constitutes good-writing, they

tended.to agree on' the ratings of essays m9re than raters who differed along

'these dimensions. -
. . . .

Whether writing is assessed through normative-holistic means or through

differentiated judgments on diT6sions of rhetorical quality, the scoring

. "instrument" will always be a human judge. Consequently, no question about

;".".4o
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fairness, validity, or accuracy in writing assessment can be fully addrested

without reference to possible errors in judgment. The intention df writing

assessment is to generate information useful for diagnosis and/or remediation.

When lagnostic Utility is of interest several other issues are pertinent:

.Diagnosis implies performance profiles which irr turn require a multidimen-

sional view of the writing skill domain. Questions about skill profiles are

connected intimately to rater behavior in assigning ratings. Scoring

criteria are filtered through the egpectancies of ratert-, and the halo

effect inflates inter-subscale correlations (Jaeger and Freijo, 1975).

The use of more and longer writing tasks only exacerbates this phenomenon.

Rating scales may interact. It is common for writing score profiles

to include some attention to essay "mechanics;" variations along this

dimensionmay influence ratings on other dimensions. Ratings assigned/to

a writing sample on such dimensions as "organlza ion" or "use of supporting

detail" may be assigned differentially depending on the quality,of mechanics

within the essay. For mechanically substandard work, this process might

bring the assessment of other dfMensions of writing quality into line.with.

the rat6r's impression 'of mechanics while if level of mechanics is not so

low as to call attention 'o itself, there maybe minimal confounding.

However,.across a given set of papers the net effect would be correlated

true and error components and concomitant inflation of inter-subscale

correlations. In a mUltitraitLmultimethod factor analytic formulation the

expectation in general would be for negative correlations between mechanics' .

"trait" factors and ratings "method" factors. Quellmalz and Capell (1979) used

multitrait-multimethod'confirmatory factor analyses to examine .discriminant
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validity of subscales generated by analytic scoring rubricsand the comparative

information yield-of alternative response modes for writing assessment (i.e.,

essay, paragraph and selected response). Their results indicated relatively

high intercorrelations among subscale content factors, as well as a general

tendency for-the shorter assessment modes to generate less, pure indicators

of the subscale factors.

If non-natiye English speakers' English writing is easily, distinguished

from that of native speakei's.on the dipension,of mechanics, and if ,such

group differences contaminate other' ratings assigned to non-native speakers,

a straightforward form of bias 'may be present. Ratingxon other dimensions

will be systematically depressed, and the diagnostic utility orthe

writing appraisal undermined. The present study was conducted to evaluate
. .

such bias in the context of variations of ethnicity of both students and

raters, and of prompts. Additionally the nature of the task presented to

the students in order to get them to write an essay was varied systematically.

Jr m

Subjects

Method

One hundred and thfrIty fifth:arid sixth graders frdm monolingual English

classrooms in a Southern California school district of moderate size were in-
.

volved in this study as a narnal part of their claSsroom activities., These stu-
J

dents were not members ofibiljngual-programs although sore were involved in

remedial "pull-out" instruction. Of the 116 students who-provided complete

essays, half were Hispanic - surnamed. Raters were four teachers ai.ed

during school vacation, of whom two.were Hispanic and two non-Hispanic.

These raters were from different school districts and had no other contact

of any kind with the students in this sample.



Instruments

.
.The\study used a standardized writing task with two topics, and a

modified scoring rubric which has-been shown to have acceptable validity,
li

and reliability (Quellmalz & Capell, 1979), explained shortly. The packet con-

taining the,essay writing task consisted of a face sheet for students name and
G-

date, followed'by two prompts and two lined response pages, totalling five
.-. '

.

pieces-of paper per handout. The prompts involved two topics, one a main
,

street of a town and the other a robot. Order of presentation of the

prompts, and whether the,prompt was written,or pictorial, was controlled
,

for every participant. 1,Wittenprimpts involved fiVe lines of typewritten

. '

text, while picture prompts involved a .lead sentence and a full-page

1

line drawing of the topic for children b a graduate student'artist. InI
both situations, the text concluded with he request that the student write

a paragraph about the topic presented: No other information was

available to the student.

The rater S reviewed these essayS using the Center for the Study f.42

-Evaluation's Factual Narrative scoring rubric, consisting of four primary

.subscales--General Impression, Focus and Organization, Support, and Granter and,
4

Mechanics. Each of the,se was evaluated on a six-point scale, ranging from

clear mastery of the assignment to clear failure. For each of the six

Values on each of the four tcales, extensive gdidelines for scoring were

provided. General Impression ratings of the essay is formed by considering

all aspects of the effectiveness Of composition, including the reMaining

three 'rating criteria. The Focus and Organization subscale handles such

issues as logical progression, transitions and topic development". The

61
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-*ow

Support subscale rates the use of specific supporting-statements and

details. The Grammar and Methanics subscale is used to evaluate the essay's

sentence construction, word usage, spelling and punctuation. As Well as

an overall rating-from this last subscale, the extent of errors of each

of the four areas of Mechanics noted above is rated separately. The in-

structions of,the CSE scoring rubric are explicit that raters using factual

scoring will, likely find that some qualities of an essay cannot be considered

separate froM others, but it is also quite direct in

=particular rating is to correspond to the annotation

guidelines,

indicating4ow any

supplied in the

0

Procedure

Each'child received one essay packet, containing two essay prompts-7

one .pictorial and the other written, and ruled pages for the child's essays.

The package of essay prompts was administered in a single half-hour

sitting by the childten's,classroomHteachers, and essayp were collected

and sent_directly for rating without further intervention in the,

classroom.

Each of the was given every essay packet in random order, but

without the face sheet and thus without identification of the name or

ethnic background of the student writers, Following five days of training

and pildt testing,on use of the CSE rating stales, the four.aters completed

scoring of, the-116 essay packages which were complete and legible over a

seven day period. The resulting 32 ratings for each essay (four raters x

eight subscales) were then analyzed by a three factor analysis of variance

(student ethnicity x rater ethnicity x prompt modality) with repeats.on

the second two factorsOiner,.1962) separately for each subscale. Also
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collected from school'estricerecords were subtest totals on the Compre-

hensiye Test of Basic Skills (CTBS), adminstered as part,of the regular, .

testing proiram by the s col district, for all students involved in the

study. These scores allowed the investigation of possible relationships

between the measures of writing capability,and four aspects of students'

_intellectual capacity--vocabulary, passage comprehension, language mechanics,

and expression.

.-Results and Discussion

Only essays with Complete ratings were considered in the analysis;

complete data was available for the four primary subscalesdfor 100 essays,

and for the four detail subscales for 74 essays. Average rater agreement'

across all subscales was high 'for the two HiSpanic raters .(9 2.15%) and

moderatelY good for the non-Hispanic raters,(85.46%). When all four

raters were compared, average agreement on the subscales was good (81.15 %).'

These values were:considered as acceptable evidence that the ;training of

the essay raters had been satisfactory. To minimize potential confounding

-
from differences between the two topics, all scores were- then_standardized

within topic'before fUrther analysis. .
-

, i .
eic.

On the General.Impressionsubscale, the. interaction between' student

,

ethbicity (Hispanic ormn-Hispanic) and rater ethnicity (Hispanic or'non-

Hispanic) was significant (F1,98=6.51, MSerfor = 13.37, 1:1.01). While

"the non- Hispanic studeht-essays received about 'the same General Impression

scopes firNispanic raters as the Hispanic student essays, the nontHispanic

raters significantly favored the non-Hispanic student essays. No other

63
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main effect or interaction was significant forthis subscale. The inter-

action between student ethnicity and rater ethnicity was also found on

the *port subseale (F1,98=4.02, MSerror = 31.48, pi.05), and on the

Mechanics subscale (F1,98= 7.18, MSerror = 36.42, p<.01). On the Support

subscale, the non-Hispanic student essayt were again significantly favored

by the non-HisPanic raters. However, on the Mechanics subScale; the non-

..

Hispanic raters judged both student groups alike while the Hispanic raters

gave the essays of the non-Hispanic students-tgnificantly lower scores.

For the Focus subscale,
10
a main effect of rater ethnicity (F.

11.82, MSerror = 16,62, p<.001) and an interaction between rater ethnic'

andprout mode (picture prompt or written prompt) (F1;68= 6.41,,MSer or =
J

19.01, p<.01) were found. In addition to the rater ethnicity by student

ethhiscity interactions, the Support subscale yielded only a main effect

of prompt modality (F1,98 = 10.43, MSerror-= 68.17, p<.001), and the Mechanics

subsdale yielded only a main effect of rater ethnicity (F1,98 = .3.45,

*MSerror'='36.42, p<.001). On the detail subscales of Mechanifs, only one

r
effect eWerged as significant: rater ethnicity as a .factor in Usage ratings'

= 41:01, MSerror'47.01',,p<.001): No other detail subscale showed any
.1,73 7.

insert Table 1 'about here

significant main, effect or interaction. Table 1 summarizes the findings

across the four primary and the usage detail subscales by main effect and
.,.

,

interactions, and the results of post-hoc analyses:-
A, ,

When performance scores on the CTBS were compared, neither the Hispanic .

nor non-Bispanic students emerged as significantly more capable on any

subscale than the others. The results of the correlational study between
,

64
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student essay ratings and the four selected scale scores from the CTBS

can be summarized rapidly. Not 'a singlo.significant correlation appeared

between any rating subscale and any CTBS scale for this sample, Thus there

appears to be no intrinsically overlapping informaion,between writing

performance as "judged on CSE's Factdal Narrative rubric and a sample of

academic perforMance as judged on a multiple-choice examination.

The most important finding, repeated across three of the,subscale4 is

that the student ethnicity and rater ethpicity factors interact frequently

and substantively in the appraisal of students' written essays. Addition-
/

alTy, rater ethnicity alone is' alp a significant factor in the ratings.

These results point to three conclusions. First, the evaluation of prose

writing seems
N,

to be systematically affected by factors which reflect

different cultural backgrounds. It is important to note that this effect

does not emerge when essays are grouped solely by student ethnicity;

rither,,the spidents of one or the other backgrounds were often judged

differently h raters who share that background than by raters who do not.

Second, these fadtors include (but are not limited to) a match or mismatch

between raters' and writers' preferred language styles, and to some extent

the nature Of the stimulus used to initiath the writing sample. Note,

however that the three factor interaction between.student ethnicity, rater
6

et nicity, and type e-of prpmpt was not obserfied 'for any of the sub.-

scales used. Third, the phenomenon of ,systematic matching or mismatching

of preferences and styles occurs .despite, the fact that the evaluative scheme

used is one with a high degree of objectivity,.which would be expected.to

minimize such matching relative to More subjective rating scheme. The nature

65
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.
of the judgment task is referenced point for point by the CSE scoring

rubric and thus no scale-free or endpoint-only continuum judgments were

involved. Additionally, because raters were blind not only to(the named

and ethnicities of the essay writers, but to the study's hypotheses and

the proportidi-il representationof ethnicities within the sample, what-

ever matching eccurei most likely stems from recognition of and preference

for. certain subtle aspects of writing styles.

Som limitations of the present study deserve attention. There are

many possible secondary analyses of writing style, prOcess and content which

have not been pursued here. No information about essay complexity Or

other linguistic' patterns is available from the present analysis. How

creative, stereotyped, solr bizarre the particular essay is goes unremarked

in the CSE scoring system. The isolation of exact, details within essay

content Q specific preferences of individual raters was not' with the

pUrview of this investigation. Moreover, there is a small possibility

that systematic differences in handwriting mastery contributed to the

recognizability of student ethnicity and,,thus to the ratings given, but

this was not examined directly. None of these considerations is seen as

critical to the interpretation-of the results presented above, in particular ,

0

because the expected outcome of the analyses of variance in such instance ,

would necessarily be a main effect due to studentethnicityalone or a

three-way interaction between student ethnicity, rater ethnicity, and prompt

modality. None of these effects gmerged:in the present study, but rather

a pattern of findings, which strongly.suggests that some 4mplex form of =

bias is at woPk.
,

Os
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F.

-Bias in judgmentis a'phenoMenon which obtains under a variety of

f
circumstances, some of whic-h are intrinsic, in the testing and evaluation

process. The present findings indicate tMt extrinsic factors-must.also

be considered. In the case of judgment of essays, where essay content has

vittually limitless possibilities and alipraisal, of necessity is atleast_

partially subjective, the opportunity fdt unintentional bias seems more

likely. For.the teacher or essay test administrator seeking to limit bias

to the absolute minimum, the mandate is: those who are to'perform the

rating of the essays must be matched for appropriate backgrounds of the

students who write the essays to be'judged.

_

I

5,
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.Table 1

Summary of statistically significant (p<.05) effects

-J

,

,

.
.

Subscale: General ' Focus
.

.and Support Mechanics Usage

Impression Organization` , det011

N= 100 , 100 , 100 100 74 .

"Main Effects,

Student
Ethnicity

Rater
Ethnicity

Prompt-

Interactions

Student xRater

Student x Prompt

Rater x Prompt-

Student x Rater
xaPronve

10

2 2 2
*

6

*3

* 5'*

1

1Remaining detail subscales show'to significant effects.

?Hispanic raters elevated relative to non-Hispanic raters.' .

% 1Picture prompt elevated relative to,written prompt. ,

. .

i,

on-Hispanic raters + nod- Hispanic student-essays elevated relative to other

combinations. ,
, ..

,-5Hispanic raters + non-Hispanic student essays depressed relative,to other

combinations. . !
. .

6Non-Hispanic raters + Htspanic student essays elevated relative to'other

1 combinations.

_

V '
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Abstract,

,The testing of bilingual students pases particular problems for analyses

of performance, item bias and test adequacy. When children are selected .1

for their facility in two languages, and the same test 44 administered

in both languages; a special arena is provided for the study of these

problems. A widely-used test: the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills,

is available in both English and Spanish./ The vocabulary subtest was
1.

adminiitered to 1162 'second-graders in bilingual education programs

. throughout the Southwest, as part of a larger study; 58 of those students

received both versions of the'test because they were deemed equally

proficient.in both languaTs. Results show that patterns of perfor;r1;nce

for these students. differ markedly between the tiro -versions, and suggest

i that the test differs in important dimensions even though the Spanish

versiqn is a rather faithful translation of the English original.

71.
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Severe problems confront the evaltuation-of bilingual program students

from the standpoint 6f both individual performance measurement and the

pbtential for bias in testing. Assessing the student in the majority

language runs one set of risks; assessing in the native tongue runs another.

Thdlnumber of studies which have successfully assessed a single skill in

two languages for the same individuals is exceedingly small (Duran, 1980)

Resolution of these problems is not aided by the current controversy

surrounding both the definition and measurement of bilingualism, itself

(.De Avila, 1978). Moreover, thoroughly contradictory findings emerge

from studies of the acquisition of French by native English-speaking

children in Canada (LaMbert & Tucker, 1972), of Swedish by native Finnish-
..

speaking children in,kcandioavia(Skutnabb-Kangas &-Toukomaa, 1976), and

of 8nglish by native Spanish=speaking children in the U.S. (Fischer &

Cabello,, 1978). The integration of such differences may rest in part on

linguistic, developmental; and/or sociocultural interpretations (Troike, 1978);

a practical level' of shared bilingualism or dominance of one language-over

the other in the community may also play a strong role (Laosa, 1975).

Fish- speaking children from the populous southern districts find, and

potentially model, both Finnish and Swedish in almost every shop window,

while the politics Of separatism are explicit in Quebec and de facto in

many. areas of the American Southwest,.so children from'these regions may

encounter the second language with mixed emotions. Assessing even a

relatively simple arena like vocabulary's kills becomes multiply compounded

when dealing with tudents who must cope with two languages.
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Measuring the skills of bilingual program students necessarily also

means assessing whether tests developed for the monolingual-EnglAs student

are appropriate for making decisions about bilingual.or limited-English

proficie)t students characteristically found in such programs, and of

minority groups who tend to be overrepresented there. Soffie educators
.

ti

believe that many tests are-intrinsically unfair to minorities because

the values they'reflect are those of the majority only (Cervantes, 1975).

Others, however, hold that tests of culturally defined content and voca-

bulary are not biased-because achievement itself is language apd culture

specific (Ebel, 1975): But the impetus for testing continues:

The problem how becomes not whether to test bilingual students,

but rather how to do it in a manner that accurately assesses
their specific abilities and in a manner that does not create a
bias either against them or in favor of them (Cooper, 1978,

.p. 2, italics original).

We turn attention specifically to assessment in Spanish-English bilingual

programs at the primary level, and encounter two factors which strongly

mitigate against simple effective solutions to.the problems noted above.

The first is that exceedingly few instruments are available at present

which are both culturally appropriate and techni?..11y sound for this '

purpose. !'The problems are particularly acute wittl respeceto,English'

language measures, but are often equally pervasive in instruments that are

simply translations from English language versions". (Burry, 1979, p.8).

The second is that English-language.instroctionin reading, listening

comprehension and vocabulary may be intrinsically more. difficult fonative

Spanish-speaking children than for their native English speaking counter-
.

parts because of the increased ythmic and-phonological comple4ity of

73
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-English. Fundamental linguistic skills for understanding Spanish are

frequently inadequate for comprehending English. -Even a relatively simple

phrase like "1 c'n take it home fer ya" (AykgteyklthOwmftryti-/ for the English

listener) is likely to be heard by'the native Spanish-speakihg,child as

raintekrOmfiaq, resulting in the obliteration of six out of seven words

in the sentence (Matluck & Mace, 1972). The quantity of purely linguistic
A

differences between Spanish and English suggest that the Spanish- speaking

child is at no small disadvantage; especially in the primary grades,

appropriate"language skills testing must not ignore such difficulties.

The Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills/Spanish (1974/1978), is in

large measure a direct translgtion of its English counterpart, which has

been widely used as a primary'skills evaluation tool. The CTBS/S has

been presented as a major attempt'to meet the needs of native Spanish -

speaking children (Finch, '1979). With such a test, the teacher,can select

the language appropriate for a child with some assurance that the instrument

is valid, reliable and unbiased (Hoepfner & Christen, 1979). Thus, the

;CTBS and CTBS/S should provide a good vehicle to examine individual per-

formance patterns in either language for students in bilingual programs.

However, recent evidence based on the performance of. English- and Spanish-

.speaking pupils suggests that the tests contain multiple sources of bias
. -

(McArthur, ,1981), so a particularly interesting situation for research

obtains when both versions of the CTBS are administered to the samchildren.

. That isif a group of children who possess similar levels of knowledge

both English and Spanish are tested on both instruments, will individual

performances be the same across the two'? Will the.results of such dual-
.
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language testing reflect patterns which can be interpretedias the direct

.result of item bias? Will direct translation hold up as a viable strategy

f r fair testing of primary pupils in Spanish as well as in English?

Methods

Subjects

As part of a larger study (,CSE, 1979), almost 1200 children in bilingual

education programs in 26 school districts spread over five southwestern

States were administered a series of educational achievement tests by

their teachers. Programs were designed to provide instruction in reading

and mathematics at the upper primary level. Teacher reports from these

programs indicate that the time spent using Spanish as the language of

instruction was approximately4requal to the time spent using English.

Ninety-three percent of -theprograin_teachers had earned at least a BA or BS;

_ k% were fulltime employees-of the school district:and 88% had prior

Aew

experience in bilingual education: Assignment -of students to these special

programs relied primarily on teacher evaluations and language dominence

. ,

tests.. .Achievement tests were'infrequently usedlo determine remediation

Oacement:a2ntelligence test scores were generally excluded altogether
.

from placement considerations. Thus the prograMs represented a major effort,

competently stafted, to 'provide special attention in a bilingual settingto
_

student-educational needs. Most of.the students were rated by their teachers

as having some skills in both English and Spanish. Overall only one child

in ten from these classes was considered monolingual Spanish while only one.:

in nine Was rated as monolingual English.
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Instruments

While a large number of instruments were used in the investigation

of programs, only the CTBS is of concern'in the present study. It was

selected because tests content between the two language versions is virtually

identical. The CTBS-Spanish was the first test by a major publisher to be

subjected to a four-step editorial procedure designed to reduce bias;

included were studies of content validity, application of editorial

guidelines in.item constructioft, reviews for bias, and separate ethnic

group pilot studies. The developers of the Spanish-language version tried

to keep.the test content and measurement features intact, thus building a

test which was similar in rationale, administration and interpretation to

its parent version in English. What. differences exist are'the result

primarily of problems of literal translation.

The children in the study were given a :large number of standardized

tests_of achieVement during the cburse of the regular school /ear by their

teachers.: i4ith regard%to the CTBS, the important instruction made to

teachers was that they decide in adva ce on an individual basis whether

each child-would receive the English- anguage or Spanish-language vers4in
J.

of the test. This decision was left totally to the discretion ang best
. ,

judgment of the classroom teachers. A total of 1162 compfeled test forms

were returned, 814 in English-and 348 in Spanish. Tifty:eight:Studentg

in the sample were found to haveteen tested in both lanpagesCthat is,.

One student is every nineteen was given both fdrms of the teat because the

teachers felt unable to distinguish in advance which language these students

should be. tested in. No evidencOs available to suggest that .anyselection

11- 76
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bias or other external circumstance might have contributed to obtaining

this sample. Order of adminstration was apparently random. For purposes

of this report, only the Vocabulary subscile of test level C, consisting

of 33 items selected in response to the teacher's verbal directions,2is

considered.

Methods of analysis

Two techniques for-analysis of response-patterns were utilized in

this study. The first relies on the work of Sato (1980) and colleagues in

Japan; they have generated a systematic method of appraisal of test per-

lormance based on the S-P (Student- Problem) Chart, a matrix of right and

wrong answers, coded 1 or'0, for each respondent for each item, The N x n

matrix has the additional characteristics tha students have, been sorted

by descending total score and items have been sorted by increasing difficulty.

Thus the,top row of the S-P Chart is a repres'eqtatfon of the pattern of

correct and incorrect responses to this sample of items by the most'capabTe

student in the group,,the bottom row by the least capable. The left-hand

column shows the pattern of responses to the easiest item in the set,of

items, and right-hand colum shows the most,difficult, From this matrix,

are generated two statistics, one related to the group pattern far the group .

.
.

.

=

as a whale, the other related to individual performance vis -a-vis both the

.
group and the confiOation'of ttmes, for each individual.' The first is

,- :.
.

,

ti an "index of diScrepancy," Dt, which ranges from 0.00 forrsi matrix of

perfactivmmetry between student capabilities and item difficulties, to

,

1,00 fat a matrix repiesenting exclusively.random responding, 1 The second

a ;caution index," ciVci, whiranges' from 0.00 .for an individual whor

response{
pattern is-perfeclty fitted to that reflected in the order of item
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difficulties as determined by the group, to 1.00 for an individual whose

pattern of responses is total antithetical to the order of item difficulties,
4110

and thus 'is quite wnlike the. representative average respondent in the.group.2

The second analytic tool used in this study is a statistic from Goodman-

and Kruskal called lambda; which has been applied elsewhere to the detection

of differences in response patterns in testing (Veale & EorMan, 1976). Here

the focus is on differences between gboups in the attractiveness of incorrect

responses within the multiplechoice format of one correct and three,incor-
.

rect responses per item. LaMbda is an index of the pattern of choice for

the incorrect respo . If the value of lambda is 0.00, the two groups

use about the same pattern of selection of the in correct responses. As

the value increases, one group is using a different-strategy for selection

of incorrect responses than the other. The computation of lambda is inde-

pendent of the actual proportions within each group who se3ect.the,correct

response to the item. In this paper, values of ,lambda above .10 are
A'

considered notewOrthy. 3

'Details of the computation and use of th e approaches in the context

of testing and ite bias .detection research have been set out elsewhere

I''
.. ,

.

, (McArthur, 1981). he usual test-retest and reliability statistics are not
.

appropriate here, because of the attention to decip hering specific perfori

,
,

..

mance patterhs.rather.than whole-Troup performance. ..

Hypotheses

'Because pf p rocess.of respondent selection, specific hypotheses about,

their perlOrmance n the Eng)ish-language and Spanish-language versions of

the Vocabulary subtest were, first, that the achieved scores between tests

. 7g
' 4'
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uld be perfectly correlated: Additionally, the"S-p charts for the two ,

verteons would be similar, as shown by equal indices of discrepancy, D*.

At the level of the individual respondent, it was hypothesiied,that the

achieved total score in Englis$ would equal the achieved total in Spanish,

and that the caution index generated for each individua9 in the English-
.

lanugage-S-P chart would be equal to the caution index obtained"by the

same individual from the Spanish-language S-P chart:

Results

Total scores on the English-language VocabuThry subtest averaged

ti

75.34% correct with a range of 6 - 33. On the Spanish-language Version,

the average was 37.56% correct with a range of 4 -25. /The total scores

are significantly (p<.05) correltted, r = .48. Median improvement from

Spanish to English iS 13 answers correct. Only three of the 58 participants

did not show improvement in their total scores from Spanish to English.

Two of the 33 items yielded higher percentages of correct response in

tfip.Spanish-)anguage versiCin'than in the.English. For the remainder of the

items, students were able to select. the correct response less frequently

in the Spanish-language version,often by substantial margins. The ratio

i

of Span'

1
correct to English correct for each item is shown in the first

11
- column ble 1. The consistency with which students picked-the correct

Insert Table 1. about here

answer i
2
n both languages ranged form moderately high (65%Aof the respon-

,

dents.those the correct answer to item 8 in both language to very low (only

7% chose-the correct response to'item 31 in both languages), The consis-

tency of selection of incorrect responses URS generally extremely low,

.1L. ).

.
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reaching 14% for items 24 and 31. The proportions of joint correct and

joint incorrect proportions are shown in columns 2 and 3of Table 1:

Those incorrect answers, to items which.gafnered at least 10% more

responses than the next most frequently chosen incorrect response were

termed "popular distractori." Three popular distractbr items were,found
.

-

in the English-language version, while twelve were fbuh in -Ur Spanish. \

The average percentage of respondehts who chose th rrect answer to

an item in English but were swayed to choose the, popular distractor.

(incorrect) response to that same item in Spanish was 35%. The reverse,

'-choosing a popular distractor response in English although selecting the

correct response to that same item in Spanish was 30%. Whether a specific

.
item containeM a popular distractor, and if so the percentage of respondents.k,

correct on the same item in the other language but who °choose that popular

distractor, is indicated in the next four colvs of Table 1.

The data to this point quite clearly indicate that the Spanish-language
,

version of.the CTBS presented a far more difficult task for these respon7.

4

dents than did the Englis6-language version. Onl .Xiafrequently did any ,

vocabular 'tem from one version have both an equal percentage of incorrect
4

select ons. Examinafiojof the'S-P charts is necessary to show whether the

difference in performance patterns is systematic.

The Spanish-language version generatela D* of .53, a.relatively high
f,

level of randomness of responses, while the English language version yielded
4.-

*

a D* of .24; reflecting a much more orderly fit of'subject capabilities to

item difficulties. No exact test of significance exists for ta.size of,

or differences between, -D* values, but in this instance they repreAnt

f ,
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configurations of the S-P charts which are distinctly different visually.

The difference is supported by reference to the caution indices which for

Alt

individual respondents to the. English-language version averaged .17, but to

the Spanish-language version .25. That is, on average the respondents'

were mere 'consistent in selecting correct answers to easy items and in-,

correet answers to difficulty items in the English-language version. in

feet, the number of respondents with caution indices of 0.00 is much

higher in English. JOS particular interest is that the correlation between

- the two indices computed across the 58 participants is nonsignificant. ,

Changes in caution indices from one langwage,versfon,to the other are

uncorrelatec

'The computation of lambda, which details-differences in teTettion

patterns for wrong answers, Showed that twelve out of 33 items had large

discrepancies in the obtained _configuration. That is, for a large number

of items, the respondents "shifted their choice from one incorrect answer

to another across.language versions, rather than picking the same incorrect

responses on bOth occaSions. The-last-column of Table 1 indi"ca"tes thOse
_ _ .

, ,

items with such shifts in incorrect answers.-
.

Discussion

The findings of:this study in general comport with.earlier research
'4

on the CTBS in English and:Spanish using independent groups-of bilingual

..

program respondents (McArthur, 1981). The distributions of total sUbscale
. ,,

scores, the higher D* indices 'for the Spanish-language.version ? the number
. .

_.,-___ .

. .

of popular distracters and of lambda values exceeding .10 are all similar.

That. the two versions ,of the test do not. produce equal outcomes even when

-

the actual respondents are identical seems clear from the present data.

81 0



If there was to have been. equivalence of total subscale scores, of group,

or individual patterns of correct scores, or of selection of wrong ans4r's

between the English- and Spanish-language versions, the number of discre-
.

'pancies emerging,.from the statistical 'computations would have been far

smaller. In its present configuration, these data.suggest that children

do not show the same performance patterns.in response to the two versions

of the test. Review of data contained n Table. 1 suggeststhat many
6 . .

of the items may be suspected of somehow biasing the choice of correct.

response, and that such potentially biasing items are more prevalent in

"-the Spanish-language version.

The relatively small number of individuals represented in this study.

'makei these results necessarily tentative.: they are presented neither as

a representation of majority vs: minority responses to a specific test,

nor as an indication in any way of a measure-of true ability among bilin-

se&

gual Vrogram students. Rather, the unusual trial of ra purportedly decent

test in two languages, a-purportedly equal-ability student sample, and a

classroom experiende for that sample equally dtvided itito the use of

_ ,

'English and Spanish, demands thoughtful attention to the appraisal of

testing. In the present investigation, one weakness is the absence of an
. v.

independent and unambiguous assessment Of bilingual capability, and the

ensuing reliance on the accuracy of teacher selection of students equally

competent in tow languages. DeAvila and Duncan (1978) have pointed out

numerous shortcomings in teacher ratings Of-language competence. .However',.

for this.- study, .student's were not drawn for their equally high abilities

or for the purposes of assembling.a 'homogeneous sampel, but only for thei-
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1

z _

a

language abilities tp be equally'highor,low in both"languages, Nothing

is known about the relative levels of exposure to English or Spanish

outside the school, nor about the relatilq strengths and weakneises of

the texts in\boih languages used in the prOgram. However, the teachers'

e'
clos personal supervision of student and the even division between

English and Spanish as the language of instruction in these progyams suggest

that the childrens' levels of readiness for vocabulary would be'roughly

similar. Another weakness-is.the relatively small numberiofitems included

12

in this investigation. However, the CTBS appears.o represent the state

off the art in English/Spanish testing Of *vocabulary skills at this level,.

and no other instrument is known to be a closer approximation to neutrality.

The present results support the contention that the method,of direct

trapslatiOn from English to Spanish'for bilingual vocabulary testing may

0

not be fully adequate for the r,eeds of the bilingual program student.

#

;

0
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Table 1 ,

e

Summary of Findings for the CTBS and CTBS/S

item
number

A
. I

ratio of
.Spanish
correct to
English

correct

-

joint
correct

oint
wrong

. popular.

distractor

English 'Spanish

# ,

% who
move from
correct in
one lang.
to popular
distractor
in the
.other

S to E t` to S

lambda
greater
than

.10

1 :45 42

2 42 32

e 3 .b4 47

4 .63 60

5 %60 42

6 .74 56

.i
47

8 65

9 .64 46

10 .37 33.

11 ..29 .25

12 .37 .30

13 .25 19

14 .53 35-

15x3 ,46 l 30

16 .11 $
9

17 .13 9

18
19

20

21

4 22
23
24
25.
26
27
28
29
30
31 .

. 32

33

.67 54

_23 18

.63 49

.22 16

1.06 37

.77 44'

.55 -19

',.53 23

.23
/ i

12

.51 33

.37 12

0

4

'0

2

2

, 4

9

, 0

0
2 _,...

0

: 0

4

4 .

9
7' -- '

.4
4

9 --

2 4.

. 5 -,

9 / --

5/ --..

14

. 5

9 f

4

4.

6..36 5 9 yes

'.51 30 - 7 yesa

'1:40 -, 7 .14 . yes .

.70 j
. 42 9 --\.

1.41%._ '
' 12, ' 11 --

_. -' , .,

yes - .32

--
yes 17

yes 12
4= a

-,

yes -- 31

... _
__

yes -- 441

yes --, 54

-- -X-
yes . 40

yes
__. ._:

...-

yes
yes

-7
yes

--
-- r :: _...

i -- .
V yes ..

yes
, 0. NM N

I

--

(

,

43.
w

NiNa -- ...0.

yes
yes

56
5

60

28

yes 30 48

.19yes
....... _ -- i .....

'

yes -'

--
yes-

yes
--
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Footnotes

1
A (N,n,p)

i . b* =
'AB (110,13)

where the numerator is a discrepancy

between cumulative proliabi)ity ogives obtained from the

S-0 chart, and the denominator is an analogous discrepancy

as modeled by cumulative binomial distributions, both with

the same nunil7elo4Lcases, number of items, and average passing

rate. (Sato, 1980).

2. := 1

Yj)'

. where the numerator is the covariance over
cov(u13-- Y-)

' J
problems of the i-th student's score on the problem with

the number of students who correctly answer that j-th problem,

and the denominator is the covariance over problems of the

i-th hypothetical ideal student's score on the j-th problem

the number of students who correctly answer that j-th problem

(Sato, 1980)..

E ma?:.fjk - max.f.k
3. A where max.f.

k
'is the larger frequency

Ij
N - max .f %

.k4 othe-tingroupsforanysingleongchoice.,max.flis the 11
. K

larger marginal frequency of the two groups acros- all wrong
4

choices, and,N is the total number of observations.

-r-

0.

1.

gt7
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